WAYSEERS MANIFESTO - a must watch and listen
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WAYSEERS MANIFESTO

ATTENTION: All you rule-breakers, you misfits & troublemakers, all you free-spirits & pioneers...
Everything the establishment has told you is wrong with you - is actually what's right with you...
A friend showed me this last night and I was awe struck by the power and the meaning in the words.
Watch the video here - but most important LISTEN TO THE WORDS
It speaks to the heart of all those Light Workers
and those working for a higher cause Those who know there IS a Higher Cause
and those seekers of the TRUTH.
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Go here: HERE
Get it on iTunes: HERE
Friend us at HERE
Follow the creator on HERE
Friend him on Facebook: HERE
CLICK THE IMAGE ABOVE TO GO TO THE UPRISER WEB SITE

WATCH IT HERE
BUT MOST IMPORTANT - LISTEN TO THE WORDS.

I found this the most powerful piece I think I have ever heard and it moved me deeply.
I urge you to listen with your eyes shut - ignore the video for the first hearing, and just throw yoursel
Thanks to Chris who introduced me to this

Here are the words below :By Garret John LoPorto on September 22, 2010

|

ATTENTION: All you rule-breakers, you misfits and troublemakers - all you free
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Everything that the establishment has told you is wrong with you - is actually what's right with you.

You see things others don't. You are hardwired to change the world. Unlike 9 out of 10 people - your min
You can't stand rules because in your heart you know there's a better way.

You have strengths dangerous to the establishment - and it wants them eliminated, So your whole life yo
Your impulsivity is a gift - impulses are your key to the miraculous,
Your distractibility - is an artifact of your inspired creativity,

Your mood swings - reflect the natural pulse of life, they give you unstoppable energy when you're high a

Been diagnosed with a &quot;disorder&quot;? That's society's latest way to deny it's own illness by point

Your addictive personality is just a symptom of your vast underused capacity for heroic, creative express

These are the traits shared by the greatest pioneers and visionaries and innovators, revolutionaries,
We are - all - the same - you know
'cuz we're all affected by the way We are - all - the same - you know
'cuz we're all attracted to the flame You know in your heart that there's a natural order to life,
something more sovereign than any man-made rules or laws could ever express
This natural order is called &quot;the Way.&quot;

The Way is the eternal substrate of the cosmos. It guides the very current of time and space. The Way is

The Way is reflected in you as the source of your inspiration, the source of your passions, your wisd
The Way takes the chaos out of the Universe and breathes life into it by reflecting divine order. The

Most people cannot sense the Way directly. ... But then there are the Wayseers. The keepers of the
They sense it in their very being. They can't tell you why or how they arrived at the right answer. The
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While others are blind to it, and society begs you to ignore it, &quot;the Way&quot; stirs you inside.

90% of human civilization is populated with those who's brains are blocked to the Way. Their brains
Unlike you they cannot break out of this programming, because they have not yet experienced the n

These games often cause sick fixations on peculiar protocols, power structures, taboos and domina

Wayseers are the ones who call their bluff. Since Wayseer minds are free to reject social programm
Wayseers comfort the disturbed and disturb the comfortable.
Helping those who are lost in these games and refuse to help themselves is a calling of many Ways

Since Wayseers are the ones who keep contact with the original source of reality - they are able to d

The Wayseers are an ancient lineage. A kind of priesthood - carriers of the flame - ones &quot;in the

Wayseers reveal this divine truth by devoting themselves to the birth of some creative or disruptive a
We are - all - the same - you know
'cuz we're all affected by the way We are - all - the same - you know
'cuz we're all attracted to the flame This is your calling, Wayseer
You've found your tribe.
Welcome home.
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andy pryor
Died Sunday August 19th 2012 - aged, I think 43.

and you know what, I don't think I have a picture of him - after a computer crash a few years ago wh

I first met Andy when he joined a group I was runnning called 'The Gay Spiritual Group' in London, and t
He was really nervous and with a little encouragement from me - he stood and introduced himself an

For Andy was a little Tough Ted... an east end lad you might not - at one time - have trusted with your w

When I moved to Hamilton
ysically
Hall he would come ,down
and and
he was
helpthrilled
us paint
every
andtime
decorate
to be -able
or more
to offer
often
some
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I remember one long hot summer, maybe around 2004 - he was down for a couple of weeks with his do

I knew his health was up and down over the years and I would always be inviting him down for a free sta
During a trip to Egypt where the pain became so great he increased his pain medication, he decided upo

He also chose not to have a funeral service of any kind, and the family were to be told - after the fact - t

No flowers.
No hymns.
No getting to the place
e on time and having to
ulogy
wear something black describing
- which he his
would
life have
in nine
hated
minute
an

I was upstairs late last night with a friend and Andy and I had always shared a cigarette or two toget

Getting older for me is fun, I see so much of other older people in myself as I come closer to my 60
Bless you Andy.

This is a piece of music he enjoyed and is to be CLICK
played HERE
in the chapel.
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